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Stock market’s volatility is an important research in the field of modern finance. 
The research of volatility has important significance for asset pricing and portfolio 
choice. In the stock market, investors' investment decisions and market information is 
relevant. Investors can obtain information from the stock market to help them make 
relatively correct investment decisions. It is well known that China's stock market is 
still in its infancy stage, and investors generally don’t have high quality of investment. 
This objective reason causes that investors rarely can make the best investment 
decision efficiently and accurately when there are good news and bad news. Therefore, 
investors may blindly follow someone else's investment strategy and neglect useful 
information for themselves. This article is necessary to discuss the investment strategy 
under different leverage effect. And it can provide some basis for the investor's 
investment. 
The study on the stock market's response to the "good news" and "bad news" has 
been extensively discussed in foreign countries. This study is important for asset 
pricing, portfolio choice, asset management. Through research and contrast, we can 
find that China's stock market is different from foreign countries on asymmetric 
information reaction. The article mainly study the leverage effect of stock market 
volatility. 
The main content and conclusion of the paper is as follows:  
First, the characteristic through the Shanghai Composite data can be found, and 
verify the feasibility of the GJR-GARCH models.  
Second, using the Shanghai Composite Index data from January 1992 and 
GJR-GARCH model, we find a number of conclusions: (1) The sample variance and 
leverage coefficient of next phase is a significantly negative correlation. (2) When the 
leverage coefficient is less than 0, the regularity of leverage coefficient with the 
model’s parameters is significant. (3) Using Wave Theory to divide bear market and 














and the leverage is greater than 0 in a bear market.（4）The greater is the leverage 
coefficient, the lower is the income .The smaller the leverage coefficient, the higher 
income. Using above conclusions, we propose a simple investment strategy, and its 
accumulated income is greater than the market average level of income. So we verify 
the possibility of using the leverage effect to get higher income than the market 
average earnings. 
Third, in the Analysis and Application Part, the paper analyzes the reasons for 
these conclusions and the particularity of China’s stock market. Then make use of the 
conclusions for the practice. 
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大的成就。截止 2011 年 8 月，我国境内上市公司数（A 股、B 股）2273 家，比
2010 年底增长 10.18%，股票总发行股本 35512.24 亿股，股票市值总值达到



















































































GJR-GARCH 模型和 GARCH 模型进行了对比，从拟合优度来看，GJR-GARCH











    本文以1992年1月到2011年5月期间的上证综合指数日收盘价为研究样本，













































































































针对 ARCH 模型的缺陷，Bollerslev（1986）对 ARCH 模型进行了拓展提出
推广的自回归条件异方差模型（GARCH），由此产生了一个新的条件波动率模型。
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